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Abstract  
The aim of my Bachelor’s thesis is to translate Czech text into English, analyze, and 
demonstrate fundamental language means of both languages. As for this purpose was chosen 
book called “Nikola Tesla a jeho tajné vynálezy”, written by David Childress. Book is written 
in popular-scientific style which is further characterized.  
Keywords 
Commented translation, analysis of translation, Nikola Tesla, popular scientific style, 
bilingual text  
Abstrakt 
Cílem mé Bakalářské práce je přeložit český text do anglické podoby, následně analyzovat a 
demonstrovat základní jazykové prvky obou jazyků. K tomuto úkolu jsem si vybral knihu s 
názvem “Nikola Tesla a jeho tajné vynálezy”, napsanou Davidem Childressem. Kniha je 
psaná populárně odborným stylem, který je blíže charakterizován. 
Klíčová slova 
komentovaný překlad, analýza překladu, Nikola Tesla, populárně naučný styl, dvojjazyčný 
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Introduction 
 
The theme of this thesis is a comparative analysis of popular-scientific text in terms of 
translation. I have chosen this theme for my semestral thesis for several reasons. During 
my studies I have attended many translation seminars, whether they were purely 
translation lessons, a translation theory, or analysis of translation. Therefore, I wanted to 
deal with translation in my semestral thesis. It is also one of the ways to use the 
language skills in practice. In this work I intend to deal with comparing an English and 
Czech popular-scientific text on all language levels. The main reason why I choose a 
book of popular-scientific style is that I really like reading this sort of books, and I think 
they are very popular among students. In my opinion, popularity of these books is 
related to their content; familiarize the general public with advances in science (whether 
it is news in the technical, natural or social sciences), but also bring them information 
about historical, internationally significant events, and inventions that affected the 
development of humankind. However, they make the information comprehensible and 
mediate the mysteries of science for ordinary people, for laymen. These people, who 
may have knowledge of the topic, yet are not familiar enough to be able to read purely 
academic texts, which deal with issues very professionally and in depth. For this reason, 
it is oriented to a small group of scientists dealing with this subject. The popularity of 
popular science books is evident by the fact that they are in large amounts on the 
market. 
 In my thesis I want to tackle a book of “Nikola Tesla and his Secret Inventions” 
Written by David Childress. When analyzing the articles, I would like to point out the 
general features of popular-scientific texts. In the final chapter I will deal with 
translation solutions. The aim of my thesis is to provide an adequate translation of the 
text on specific examples to demonstrate major problems of translation posed by the 
version of scientific text. 
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1. Professional style  
 
The Professional style is markedly different from other styles. It is characterized by 
clarity and conciseness of expressing ideas. In order to express ideas properly, both the 
stylistically neutral language means and the specific vocabulary is used. This is mainly 
about terms and complex syntactic structure. The language of the professional style is 
very different from the commonly used language. 
First of all, it tends to be quite stereotypical in terms of frequently used words. In 
Language comparison, even the Czech language has higher occurrence of nominal 
phrases. There is no occurrence of emotionally affected words or expressive 
expressions. From the syntactic point of view of professional style, the text is very 
dense and typical is; the use of long and structured sentences. Although, the use of 
passive voice or impersonal sentences in Czech language is common; in the 
professional style of English language is even more common, besides necessary. 
Passive voice and impersonal phrases are used preferentially, not because of need to 
mention the performer, but focusing on the phenomenon itself. Last but not least, the 
passive structures in the English language are used to the purposes of correct word 
order, because it allows dividing sentence into new and known information. 
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Translation 
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2.1 Nikola Tesla – Genius and Humanist 
 
When you ask someone, who invented the radio, the answer you will hear will be: ‘It 
was Marconi, undoubtedly‘. This information can also be found in all encyclopaedias 
and textbooks. As well as when you ask who discovered the thing that makes blender 
and video recorder working, not to mention street lighting of factories, everybody 
answers without hesitation that it is all work of Thomas Edison. However, both answers 
are wrong. The correct answer to both questions is ’Nicola Tesla’. Generally, we know 
about this genius just too little. Nevertheless, Tesla discovered X-rays the entire year 
before the German W.K.Roentgen. He also constructed a tube amplifier before Lee de 
Forest, and his office was lit by neon lights forty years before it was 'discovered' by 
industrial production. He was also rapidly ahead of his time, using the principle of 
microwaves and radar for many decades before these inventions have become a 
common part of our society.  
At the turn of the 19th into the 20th century, he was well known and respected in 
international academic circles; he corresponded with significant physicists of that time, 
including Albert Einstein. He was an acknowledged expert in the field of electric 
current; his inventions decorated the homes of prominent New Yorkers, and he was 
supported and secured by industrialists and financiers such as JP Morgan, John Jacob 
Astor, and George Westinghouse. Among his numerous friends was the writer Mark 
Twain and talented pianist Ignace Paderewski. He was awarded plenty of prestigious 
awards and numerous titles for his work. Tesla was born in Smiljan, Croatia, in 1856. 
 He was a son of a priest and a mother with a great creative imagination. He had an 
extraordinary memory, so learning six foreign languages was a piece of cake for him. 
Later he entered the polytechnic school in Graz, Austria, where he was studying 
mathematics, physics, and mechanics for four years. 
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 Some of his teachers were shocked how much he knew about electricity (which then-as 
science - was still in its infancy), because he understood the electricity better than they 
did. 
His own career began in Budapest in 1881. There he created his first electrical 
invention; the telephone amplifier (ordinary speaker) and developed the idea of a 
rotating magnetic field, which made him famous when he, based on this idea, 
constructed his world renowned modern induction motor. Polyphase induction motor is 
actually what drives almost all industrial conveniences, from the factory belt along jacks 
to lift mechanical appliances. 
It is necessary to mention other Tesla's mental abilities. Not only that he had an eidetic 
memory, but he was also able to practice intensively and use a creative visualization. In 
his autobiography it is described how he was able to visualize a specific devices so then 
he could carry out the testing of these devices, put them together, dismantle and connect 
to other devices. When he created and produced his inventions he had all the plans and 
specific details only in his head. Tesla slept only two hours a day and constantly worked 
on his devices and theories without rest or took off. He was able to schedule his device 
to a tenth of a millimetre without using mathematical tables or slide rule. He did not live 
in pipe dreams of scientific theories. He was well aware of the problems of the world 
around him and tried to make his inventions useful for people; hence wrote many 
scientific papers and reported countless lectures. He decided to move to the United 
States in 1884. He brought with himself several models of induction motors. After an 
unhappy short period, when he worked in the workshop of Thomas Edison was finally 
introduced to George Westinghouse. 
 In his workshop was Tesla's induction motor perfected. Tesla assured his invention by 
several patents. 
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 Working for Thomas Edison shortly after his arrival to the United States, Tesla worked 
conducted many improvement proposals on engines and generators driven by direct 
current. Eventually, he left angry because Edison refused to pay bonuses for his 
inventions. That can be denoted as the beginning of the rivalry which had disastrous 
sequel. Edison and his partners tried to do everything possible to stop the development 
and dissemination of Tesla's more powerful and more practical alternating current 
which has been applied during the electrification of the city and the distribution of 
power. Edison put together a travelling show, which tried to show that the AC is 
dangerous and unpromising. He even degraded himself to kill small and large animals 
(puppies and in one case he even elephant) in the front of large audience.  
As a result of this promotional crusade was that the State of New York decided to use 
the method of alternating current to carry out judicial executions. However, Nikola 
Tesla finally won this war and proved that AC is a safe and useful and his devices were 
supplying electricity at New York World's Fair in 1899. 
Tesla's most important work in the end of 19th century was a system of wireless 
transmission of electricity through the antenna. 
 In 1900, Tesla obtained two fundamental patents for wireless transmission where he 
used four tuned circuits. In 1943, the Supreme Court of the United States fully entitled 
Tesla to a patent on the invention of radio and thus abolished the requirement of 
Marconi and others who claimed the honour of 'main patent' of the radio. It is worth 
noting that in 1898 Tesla describes how to transfer the human voice, video and later he 
invented and patented a device which developed screen of our current television. First 
radar constructed in 1934 has been built on the principles (including the frequency and 
the level of electric energy), published by Tesla in 1917. 
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 In 1898, Tesla built an experimental station in Colorado Springs, where he studied the 
characteristics of high-frequency and radio frequency of alternating current. Right there 
he developed a powerful radio transmitter of unique design with several receivers 
designed for 'distinguishability and insulation’ of transmitted energy'. His controlled 
experiments were aimed at finding the laws of propagation of radio waves. Tesla's 
conclusions are now ‘rediscovered' and largely confirmed by discoveries in quantum 
physics. 
In 1900 Tesla posted an article in Century Magazine: '' Anywhere on Earth it is possible 
to communicate via wireless appliances. My experiments show that the air (if normal 
pressure) is a good conductor, which opens a wonderful opportunity to transmit 
electricity over long distances without needed wires. That means according to the 
practical conclusion that the electricity will be available to us anywhere in the world. I 
cannot imagine any technological advance that would be more effective and contributed 
to the unification of humanity and at the better managed the human energy at the same 
time. '' These words were written in 1900! 
After some experimental tests a work on the actual broadcast station on banks of the 
New York’s Long Island began. In order to work stations had to be supplied with 
sufficient electric power. 
 First, a building with a generator was built (which still stands), sixty meters tall 
transmitter (which has been destroyed by dynamite during the First World War because 
of fears that the building could serve as a orientation point for German submarines). The 
project was initially funded J.P. Morgan. But when it became clear that for such a 
gigantic transmitter will not be enough energy; Morgan resigned. 
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Another Tesla's invention which is known to anyone who has ever had a car is what he 
patented in 1898 under the name "Electrical Igniter for Gas (combustion) engines’. 
Nowadays motorists know this thing as the ignition system. The main part of this 
system - spark plug has not changed almost for a century. Nikola Tesla also invented 
and built prototypes of unique engines, which were based on his earlier plan Rotan 
pumps. 
 Recent tests conducted with Tesla’s paddleless disk turbines suggesting that if the 
device has been manufactured with high-tech ceramic materials, it would have been 
very efficient internal combustion engine that surpasses our current piston engines in 
everything - fuel consumption, durability, production costs, weights, and adaptability to 
various fuels. Tesla's being generous caused the fact that this genius inventor found 
himself without adequate resources to further explore and implement his inventions. His 
idealism and humanity did not merge with the ruthless world of industry and finance. 
All references to his work and inventions - in both, scientific literature and textbooks, 
have been systematically ignored. During the Wars, Tesla hermetically hid in rooms of 
New York’s hotels. In this way, the world lost twenty years of his fruitful efforts that 
could enrich our civilization. The anniversary of his birth was the only occasion when 
he publicly appeared in press. From the newspaper’s articles it was able to learn of such 
an amazing inventions and technologies that Tesla pondered on. Many of these things 
have been misrepresented by sensationalist press. 
This is especially true of the advanced anti-aircraft weapon system, which he described 
on the eve of World War II. In 1943 Tesla died in obscurity. Only FBI paid attention to 
his demise when sought in his plans on producing apparatus 'The Death Rays', In vain. 
It is worth noting that the impetus for the US Star Wars defensive system was the fear 
that the Soviets developed weapons based on Tesla's experiments with high powers. 
Public reports of mysterious 'blinded' American spy satellites, anomalous flashes and 
sparks in the high atmosphere, low-frequency waves jamming radio broadcasts ... all 
these things could certify the fears of American officers. We can be grateful to Tesla not 
only for the huge savings of hard labor, because of discovering such a universal thing, 
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which is alternating current. As well as another larger amounts of beneficial and 
humane inventions that enrich our daily lives and also for large number of ideas that 
other researchers realized.  
 
2.2 Brief History of Nikola Tesla 
 
Nowadays, the truth has been showing up and we can correct our errors in judgment and 
misinformation in which we have lived for many years. Thus misinformation about how 
'Great’ Edison was and why Nikola Tesla was removed by capitalists from the Hall of 
Fame. Edison was a thief who used the brains of hundreds of employees. He was 
appropriating their inventions, ideas, etc. It is still not clear what Edison actually 
invented and what he has stolen from the others. 
Edison Electric Institute has been created to constantly preach to the whole world what 
Edison discovered, to ensure that all textbooks in conjunction with many inventions will 
appear Edison’s only under his name. In these days, similar activities are created by Bell 
Labs. Tesla was highly talented from the very beginning. First of all, he improved the 
power lines and trains in his home country and then moved to United States of America, 
where he was looking for a job, and after worked for Edison. 
Edison closed a deal with the City of New York that on every square mile in the city 
approximately he would build a DC power plant which would  power the hotels, electric 
streets, lamps etc.  If Edison supposed to meet his obligations he had to excavate 
trenches in the whole city and impose heavy copper cables which were wide like a 
human arm. Because he wanted to reduce costs, he asked Tesla for help with improving 
certain aspects related to electrical wiring. As a reward, Tesla supposed to get a few 
percent of the part which was saved due to inventions. They made an oral agreement on 
this. 
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After about a year Tesla came to Edison’s office and brought his plan how to save 
almost $100,000 (at that time it was a big money bulk). However, Edison pretended 
unawareness of any previous agreement and Tesla’s promised reward has been denied. 
The two men have become enemies since that moment. At the time and in the place 
where Edison and others have invested enormous wealth into direct current, Tesla 
invented useful and efficient AC electricity that we use today. Tesla introduced AC to 
many buildings in New York, built the AC plant, and electrified some factories and 
equipment. One of them was in New York state prison called Sing Sing where is the 
famous 'electric chair'.  
When that happened, Edison wanted to defame the entire Tesla's work and in New 
York's newspapers has posted a full-page notice how AC kills. Tesla got rid of the 
rumours and invented own positive campaign. During the Chicago World’s Fair his 
entire body was 'charged' by AC, in the front of the stunned audience lit the lamp by the 
hand touch. He showed other 'miracles' by using his generator, he was creating 
enormous electric shock and huge sparks which eventually touched.                              
In this way, he publicly proved that AC is not dangerous. Advantages of Alternating 
Current lie in the fact that it can be transmitted over long distances using reasonably 
strong wires, without causing energy losses. If the wires touch each other; a short circuit 
makes a lot of sparks, but only particular point of contact is ‘burnt’. On the other hand, 
the rest of the wires are not damaged. In contrast, direct current needs very strong lines 
even for the short distances and the cables being heated. In case of short circuit the 
whole cable leading to the plant is burnt. Then is necessary to excavate and lay down 
new cables. If it is just a lamp the fire flames up and then burns down the whole hotel or 
destroys  everything what is in contact with the cable. That was very convenient for all 
those who dealt with direct current, as well as to cash in on all those who were 
responsible for laying down new cables, construction companies, etc. 
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Tesla invented two-phase and three-phase alternating current.  Rotating motors that 
produce less heat and have less fuel consumption were also his discoveries On the 
beginning 1929, when the crash on the stock market came, many bankers and lawyers 
lost their jobs. Those who did not jump straight from the window, they had to find a job 
and if they were lucky then they got a dollar a day job position. At that time, even Tesla 
had to work manually together with the destitute but influential bankers of Wall Street.  
During this short period, he has been telling them about the benefits of the AC, its 
efficacy, safety, etc. Around 1932, he worked in a small shop selling generators, one of 
his old friends that worked with during the Great depression found him. This man took 
him to Mr. Westinghouse; who immediately set up a laboratory. 
 Tesla received nineteen patents and Westinghouse paid him one dollar per one 
horsepower, which had each of Tesla’s three-phase electric motors. 
In this way, Tesla obtained needed money. Finally, he could concern his researches, 
experiments and work on getting Free Energy from the land. He wanted to distribute 
energy for free. This subject antagonised many industrialists and financiers.  
What would have happened if such a thing as energy had been free of charge and out of 
the control of the war and business masters? This could not happen! So when in 1943 
Tesla died, his huge laboratory on Long Island mysteriously burned down without 
retaining any records. 
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2.3 Tesla’s Laser Weapons and Rays of Death 
 
Tesla became a prominent person almost overnight. In the early nineties of the 19th 
century after he made a series of lectures where he presented and demonstrated his 
work. Tesla was not only field leading figure, who wrote the Bible of information for 
generation of electricians that came after him, but he was also a showman, whose 
futuristic presentation would even impress today's audience. How powerfully spectators 
had to be enchanted more than a hundred years ago! Tesla's lectures were held in the 
United States, Great Britain, France, and Germany. One of the main motivations was 
the fact Tesla wanted to stop Edison’s attacks on invention of poly-phase alternating 
current which Westinghouse's corporation headquartered in Pittsburgh recently began 
selling. That time, Tesla introduced fiberless light – light bulbs (i.e. the neon lights and 
fluorescent tubes). The principles of wireless communication, devices to create a tuned 
circuit, and the idea that initiated the electronics. Edison, in his propaganda aimed at 
tarnishing Tesla's alternating current led to the fact that Tesla was using this power to 
kill dogs and cows. Tesla replied on lectures he absorbed alternating current with own 
body and made the audience sure that if alternating current is used correctly and safely 
then it is a harmless invention and what's more, its properties can be used in treatment. 
This last thought was quickly caught by French doctor D’Arsonval, father of 
electrotherapy. Herpers Weekly magazine wrote about Tesla's lectures: "On the first 
attempt, Tesla stands alongside such men like Edison, Elihu Thomson, Brush, and 
Alexander Graham Bell. Thereafter Tesla described the work of his predecessors and 
colleagues also in the field of luminescence in vacuum tubes and Leyden’s flasks and he 
also explained them on the principle of electromagnetic induction. Then, he started 
talking about why classical bulbs emit light. In essence, he said that air or lack of air 
have more to do with this phenomenon than incandescent filament. This was his secret 
attack on Edison's invention - a light bulb. Tesla showed that the air is more important 
than the seemingly indispensable filament. 
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“Two absolutely identical incandescent lamps Ělight bulbsě, one airless, second one 
filled with air ... have been connected to an electric current which vibrated of rate of a 
million per second. These vibrations pass through the filament ... The lamp which was 
empty shone brightly, while the other one, the filament of which was surrounded by air 
of normal pressure, did not shine. This highlights the vital importance of diluted air 
while heating the conductor, and it was stressed that the highly resistant filament 
(Edison's invention) in the incandescent lamp does not play any truly important 
role"[43, s. 249]. 
Tesla proved that the fiber was superfluous in electric lamps and thus cutting Edison out 
of the loop. However, the World and the whole industry dealing with lighting forgot this 
fact. Journalists revived stories about how "Edison sends his men into the Amazon in 
order to search of super-resistant filament". 
 Edison responded to Tesla with these words:  
"Tesla did not make any new discovery he only showed considerable ingenuity in 
working with high vibration. He gained his results that he used the induction coil and 
Geissler's tubes. However, his work has a major mistake; it is quality of generated light. 
It has a slightly cadaverous color. It cannot has a clear pleasant glow”[12]. 
This comment is true so far, the quality of light of fluorescent lamps is worse than the 
quality of the light bulbs. But it seems that Tesla invented an additional technique to 
overcome the general problem of fluorescent lamps, because he described his lab as 
"glowing with warm light ... the blinding rays of pulsating purple-violet light ... the 
shade of that light cannot be found in any spectrum… “[20]. 
Final of Tesla's lectures were eventually coup de grace to Edison and enthusiasts of 
Electric chair. The inventor had his own body charged by many hundreds of thousands 
of volts of electricity and then light up different colored lights by touch of hand. He 
melted metal strips and he was leaving small balls explode.  
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Streams of lights and flashes were coming out from his fingers as if it was a small 
Bengal light! When People asked Tesla; how does he feel when "a fast alternating 
pressure of electrical oscillator which has strength of two and a half million volts," goes 
through the body;  
Tesla wrote: 
"The view is marvelous and memorable. People saw the experimenter standing on a 
large platter of wildly leaping blinding flame. His whole body was surrounded by a 
cluster of phosphorescent streams, resembling the tentacles of an octopus. Around the 
spine he had flashed showers of light lines. When stretched out his arms, he caused the 
flow of electricity to a roaring tongues leaped from his own fingers. The objects were 
bristling with fiery flashes in his vicinity. With every shudder of electrical forces were 
fired myriads of tiny projectiles at a speed that pass through the surrounding walls. 
Then he has savagely been bombed by the surrounded air and dust".  
Tesla looked like a real magician, who once and for all proves possibility of this 
mysterious natural phenomenon tamed and submit it to the human will. 
"He stood before all this phenomenal audience as the inventor of the Eastern world, 
from who the expectation of miraculous experiments than if it had Aladdin's lamp in the 
hands. It was both a mistake and an injustice to the audience and against  
Mr.Tesla"[27, s.499]. 
Tesla's work has uncovered new possibilities in the field of economic lighting. Most 
private buildings with lighting panels and gas-discharge light owe for their appearance 
to Tesla. 
Laser Beams and Means for Dematerialisation 
The word laser is composed of first letters of the words Light Amplification by 
Stimulated Emission of Radiation. The laser was first developed by Charles Townes in 
1945. About a decade later; 
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Townes and two Soviets Prokhorov and Basov further improved and present this 
invention and all three got the Nobel Prize. It was in the year 1964. However, Hunt and 
Draper [22] came up with the assertion that the first one, who invented the laser beam, 
which originated in the thirties, was Nikola Tesla. They were called "death rays". 
The following passage is a description of the construction of the laser device and how it 
can be compared with a variety of Tesla devices such as tube oscillators with X-rays, 
wireless devices, or The button lamp which was developed in 1891. 
Kock [23, p. 28-35] describes these two types of lasers 
1. Ruby laser, which reflects the energy back to its source, which excites more 
atoms to emit a special radiation. 
2. Gas laser which consists of a tube filled with helium or neon. High voltage flows 
into the two electrodes placed near the ends of the tube, causing discharge. In 
both cases, the excited atoms retained in the capsule and then reflected in one 
particular direction. This kind of light is different from the other lights in two 
ways: 
a) Ruby or gas mixture must ensure metastable state in which they can temporarily 
stay the excited atoms; 
b) Emitted light must be exactly the same wavelength. 
Tesla worked with lamps which were built precisely on these principles. The first of 
these lamps called the button lamp, and second one called phosphorescent tube. 
Their primary purpose was to serve as an efficient lighting system. Its secondary 
function was to serve as an experimental device for various experiments, such as 
beam transfer or to dematerialization of mass. In the following text a 
phosphorescent lamp will be explained. "Feeble tube with a diameter of four 
centimetres and a length of thirty centimetres has one of its ends shaped into thin 
fibers about one meter long ... Shocks through this tube firstly enlightened her 
bottom ... 
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 Then diluted air inside tube warmed up, gained greater conductivity and discharge 
have spread to the glass fiber. This propagation was slow ... Once fiberglass 
glowed; discharges were immediately spreaded across the length of the tube ..."[43, 
s.603].  
The following passage [43, p 225/265] describes a device that could "dematerialize 
or vaporize any material including dioxide zirconium and diamonds. O'Neill [24] 
claims that carbon Button lamp had many uses; one of those was "a mere lamp" 
function. When Edison invented the "incandescent lamp with a filament" (light 
bulb), Tesla discovered absolutely genuine type of lamp that gave twenty times 
more light for the same consumption of electricity. Tesla began his lecture by 
describing the "button lamp" which is basically ball covered with reflective material 
(like Leyden flask) and "button" mostly carbon is attached to a power source. When 
electricity starts to flow, button begins to radiate energy that is reflected from the 
inner part of ball back into the center and thus intensifies the effect of "bombing". 
 Under these conditions „the button" evaporate/disappear. It is quite possible that 
Tesla - in 1894 - used the same basic principle on which operates ruby laser, 
although it is doubtful that Tesla already fully understood the importance of this 
beam and a wide range of utilization in that time. He describes this device clearly: 
“In flask with aspirated air we can target any amount of energy ... on a small button 
of zirconium dioxide ... which shines a bright light and fires a stream of particles ... 
this glow is bright white ... 
We can watch the amazing light effects which can barely create opinion ... I specify 
a ruby drop to clarify the effect ... initially we can see a narrow funnel of white light 
reflected on top of the ball that creates irregularly sketched phosphorescent spot ...  
This way is created A CLEARLY DEMARCATED LINE which corresponding 
contour of drop (molten ruby) ... This line is slowly spreading across the whole ball, 
depending on how drop magnify ... "[143, p. 250/251]. 
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Joan Bromberg [6], director of the Project about history of the laser has released a 
book about the invention to its twenty-five years anniversary of the discovery. The 
text says that the committee of experts - including laser inventor Charles Townes - 
concluded that Tesla "did not discover genuine laser". The essence of the laser does 
not "reflect light back to its source," but rather "fill up" the places where is greater 
amount of paramagnetic ions in a higher status than the lower ones.  
"It seems that there was some substitution of material particles and electromagnetic 
rays", Bromberg says. Because this woman is rather historian than an engineer I 
addressed the same issue at the technical expert. 
Terence Feely [14], the owner of Laser Fare; industrial enterprise, which 
manufactures lasers, told me that he believes that Tesla reached the idea of a laser, 
but at that time - in 1894 -  he did not understand the mechanism of the "inverted 
filling”. This condition is contrived by Feely and occurs when the new energy is 
forced to enter the center of the ruby. If this happens, there will be a laser effect. For 
the direct question: "Do you think that Tesla invented the laser?" Feely said, "Yes, I 
think so." 
Tesla also discussed the "stage" or about how to obtain a single oscillating 
wavelength in such a way that can concentrate (focus) and potentiate the effect, ie. 
Beam (even if Tesla had not talked about the beam; in this context, Tesla mentions 
the beam in the thirties). "The problem of the creation of light can be likened to keep 
a certain tone sound by means of bell ... At long intervals we strongly hitting the 
bell, but we would only waste a lot of energy and do not get what we want. Another 
possibility is that we keep this tone by regularly tapping the bell. The second way is 
closer to the original intention and consumes less power "[43,s 252]. 
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1st Excerpt 
Správná odpovČď na obČ otázky zní: ‘Nikola Tesla.’ O tomto géniovi se však všeobecnČ 
ví jen velmi málo. Tesla však objevil Paprsky X celý rok předtím než nČmec 
W.K.Roentgen, stejnČ tak zkonstruoval elektronkový zesilovač dřív než Lee de Forest a 
svoji pracovnu mČl osvČtlenou neonovými svČtly čtyřicet let předtím, nČž byla 
„objevena’’ průmyslovou výrobou. 
Translated to: The correct answer to both questions is, “Nicola Tesla.” 
Generally, we know about this genius just too little. Nevertheless, Tesla discovered X-
rays the entire year before the German W.K.Roentgen. He also constructed a tube 
amplifier before Lee de Forest, and his office was lit by neon lights forty years ago it 
was 'discovered' by industrial production. 
In the first sentence, there are quotation marks. Quotation marks can be used as single 
or double. Single marks are generally preferred in British English, while double marks 
are obligatory in American English. As far as Czech language is concerned the double 
quotation marks are used. On the second line, the term “X-rays” is used. This term is 
frequently used in English professional terminology. However, in the Czech original 
text, the term ‘Paprsky X’, which would be an exact translation of this term presents a 
very archaic expression. In today‘s medical and technical field it is commonly called 
‘Rentgenové záření’.  
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2nd Excerpt 
Na přelomu 19 a 20 století byl známý a uznávaným i ve svČtových akademických 
kruzích, dopisoval si s význačnými fyziky té doby, včetnČ Alberta Einsteina. Byl 
uznávaným odborníkem co se týče vČdy o elektrickém proudu, jeho vynálezy zdobily 
domácnosti prominentních obyvatel New Yorku a byl podporován a zaštítČn takovými 
průmyslníky a finančníky jako byli J.P.Morgan, John Jacob Astor a George 
Westinghouse. 
Translated to: At the turn of the 19th century into the 20th century, he was well known 
and respected in international academic circles; he corresponded with significant 
physicists of that time, including Albert Einstein.  
He was an acknowledged expert in the field of electric current; his inventions decorated 
the homes of prominent New Yorkers, and he was supported and secured by 
industrialists and financiers such as JP Morgan, John Jacob Astor, and George 
Westinghouse. 
At the beginning of the first line, there is a phrase which refers to the transition from the 
19th century into the 20th. It is necessary to translate in this formulation, because there is 
no common correspondence about the phrase ‘turn of the Xth century.’ For example, if a 
statement describes an action as taking place ‘at the turn of the 19th century’, it might 
refer to a time around the year 1800 or one around the year 1900. As such, it is 
recommended using only ‘The turn of the century,’ and only in a relation that makes the 
transition understandable. 
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3rd Excerpt 
Byl synem knČze a matky s velkou tvůrčí fantazií. MČl neobyčejnou pamČť, takže naučit 
se šesti cizím jazykům bylo pro nČj hračkou. 
Translated to: He was a son of a priest and a mother with a great creative 
imagination. He had an extraordinary memory, so learning six foreign languages was a 
piece of cake for him. 
 
In the second sentence, there is a typical example of a frequent phenomenon in English 
language called gerund of the verb “learn”, i.e. “learning”. However, it is neither present 
in the grammatical system of the Czech language nor has it any single direct 
counterpart. 
 As a non-finite verb form, it functions as a complex sentence condenser, especially in 
written registers. In the Czech version of the text it is expressed by the infinitive form 
“naučit se”. 
Analysing this last sentence of the paragraph, we can also see the peculiar idiomatic 
expression “a piece of cake”. This phrase, if translated literally, i.e. word by word, into 
Czech, would sound as “kousek dortu”, which presents no equivalent to the original, 
metaphorical meaning of the English idiom. 
 The corresponding Czech expression, as written in the text, is “hračka” standing for a 
job, task, or other activity that is pleasant – or, by extension, easy or simple. 
 Idioms, in general, present a very interesting and essential part of any language, 
English in particular and can be defined as a group of words with a set meaning which 
cannot be predictable from the composition and even the native speakers should learn 
them word by word in order to understand their meaning. 
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4th Excerpt 
V této dobČ začíná pravda vyplouvat na povrch a my můžeme opravit své chyby v 
úsudku a dezinformace, ve kterých jsme žili mnoho let. Tedy dezinformace o tom, jak 
,,velký” byl Edison a proč byl Nikola Tesla kapitalisty odstraňován ze sínČ slávy. 
Edison byl zlodČj, který využíval mozky stovek lidí, jež zamČstnával. Přivlastňoval si 
jejich vynálezy, jejich nápady atd. Dodnes není jasné, co vlastnČ Edison skutečnČ 
vymyslel a co ukradl jiným.   
Translated to: Nowadays, the truth has been showing up and we can correct our errors 
in judgment and misinformation in which we have lived for many years. Thus 
misinformation about how 'Great’ Edison was and why Nikola Tesla was removed by 
capitalists from the Hall of Fame. Edison was a thief who used the brains of hundreds 
of employees. He was appropriating their inventions, ideas, etc. It is still not clear what 
Edison actually invented and what he has stolen from the others. 
In the first part of the sentence, another typically English grammatical phenomenon 
occurs. It deals with grammatical tense called Present Perfect and its form called 
Progressive or Continuous. 
There is no appropriate grammatical equivalent in the Czech language and thus it causes 
many problems to Czech native speakers with respect to its correct use. In order to 
convey the actual idea of an activity, which started in the past but is still in the progress 
until the time of speaking or writing, respectively, in Czech we use mainly present tense 
frequently supported by the duration of the activity, i.e. “tolik a tolik minut, hodin, dní, 
týdnů, etc.” along with the adverb “už”. 
Similarly, at the end of this sentence there is another tricky and specific English tense 
called Present Perfect Simple usually translated into Czech by Past Simple. No matter 
how much the past context of the Czech translation matches the actual situation, using 
the English Present Perfect Simple gives us the idea of a past activity or situation 
happening at some point in the past but still somehow affecting the present state, among 
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some other meanings and contexts of this tense, for example describing one's life 
experience up till now. 
5th Excerpt 
Tesla vynalezl dvoufázový a třífázový střídavý proud. Jeho objevem byly i otáčející se 
elektromotory, které spotřebovávaly ménČ energie a produkovaly ménČ tepla. Když 
přišel rok 1929 a došlo ke krachu na burze, mnoho bankéřů a právníků přišlo o 
zamČstnání. Ti, kteří rovnou neskočili z okna si museli najít práci, a pokud mČli štČstí, 
získali nČjaké místo za dolar na den. V té dobČ musel i sám Tesla manuálnČ pracovat 
společnČ se zkrachovanými, ale vlivnými bankéři z Wall Street. BČhem tohoto krátkého 
období jim vyprávČl o výhodách střídavého proudu, o jeho účinnosti, bezpečnosti atd. 
Kolem roku 1932 pracoval v malém obchodČ s generátory, kde ho objevil i jeden z jeho 
bývalých druhů z bankéřských kruhů, který s ním pracoval bČhem velké hospodářské 
krize. 
Tento muž ho přivedl k panu Westinhouseovi, který mu okamžitČ zařídil laboratoř. Tesla 
na své elektromotory obdržel devatenáct patentů a Westinghouse mu platil jeden dolar 
za jednu koňskou sílu, kterou vyrobil každý z Teslových elektrických motorů využívající 
třífázový systém.  
Translated to: Tesla invented two-phase and three-phase alternating current, his 
discoveries were also rotating motors that produce less heat and has less fuel 
consumption. On the beginning 1929 when the crash on the stock market has come 
many bankers and lawyers lost job. Those who did not jump straight from the window, 
they have to find a job and if they have a luck then they got a dollar a day job position. 
At that time, even Tesla had to work manually together with the destitute but influential 
bankers of Wall Street. During this short period, he has been telling them about the 
benefits of the AC, its efficacy, safety, etc. Around 1932, he worked in a small shop 
selling generators, one of his old friends that worked with during the Great depression 
found him. 
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This man took him to Mr. Westinghouse; who immediately set up a laboratory. Tesla 
received nineteen patents and Westinghouse paid him one dollar per one horsepower, 
which had each of Tesla’s three-phase electric motors. 
At the end of the third last line, there is a two-word expression “set up” meaning “to 
found/to establish/to arrange/etc.” This phenomenon is called Phrasal verbs, which are 
very significant and characteristic of English. 
 They can be defined, for example, as a combination of an ordinary (one-word) verb 
(e.g. come, give, put) and an adverbial or prepositional particle (e.g. in off, up), or 
sometimes both, which constitutes a single semantic and syntactic unit. It is often 
claimed that phrasal verbs are used in informal register. However, it can be said that 
although in some texts phrasal verbs cannot be encountered as often as in other types of 
texts, it should not be maintained that formal texts do not include phrasal verbs at all. 
There is a large number of phrasal verbs that native speakers use in all registers, 
including formal and technical. 
6th Excerpt 
Je třeba se zmínit i o dalších Teslových mentálních schopnostech. Nejenom že mČl 
fotografickou pamČť, ale byl též schopen intenzivnČ a prakticky využívat tvůrčí 
vizualizaci. Ve své autobiografii popisuje, že byl schopen si vizualizovat konkrétní 
přístroje, takže pak mohl provádČt testovací zkoušky tČchto přístrojů, skládat je 
dohromady i rozmontovávat a napojovat je na další aparáty. Když skládal a vyrábČl své 
vynálezy, mČl všechny plány a specifické detaily pouze ve své hlavČ. Tesla spal jenom 
dvČ hodiny dennČ a neustále pracoval na svých přístrojích a teoriích, aniž by si 
odpočinul nebo si vzal volno. Byl schopen rozmČřit a naplánovat své přístroje 
s přesností na desetinu milimetru bez použití matematických tabulek nebo 
logaritmického pravítka. 
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 Nežil však v žádných vzdušných zámcích vČdeckých teorií. Byl si dobře vČdom 
problémů kolem sebe a snažil se, aby jeho vynálezy přinášely pokrok masám lidí; z toho 
důvodu napsal mnoho vČdeckých prací a přednesl bezpočet přednášek. V roce 1844 se 
rozhodl přestČhovat do Spojených států. Přivezl si s sebou nČkolik modelů svých prvních 
indukčních motorů. Po krátkém nepříliš šťastném období, kdy pracoval v dílnách 
Thomase Edisona, byl nakonec představen Georgi Westinghouseovi.   
Translated to: It is necessary to mention other Tesla's mental abilities. Not only that he 
had an eidetic memory, but he was also able to practice intensively and use a creative 
visualization. In his autobiography it is described  how he was able to visualize a 
specific devices so then he could carry out the testing of these devices, put them 
together, dismantle and connect to other devices. 
 When he created and produced his inventions he had all the plans and specific details 
only in his head. Tesla slept only two hours a day and constantly worked on his devices 
and theories without rest or took off. He was able to schedule his device to a tenth of a 
millimetre without using mathematical tables or slide rule. He did not live in pipe 
dreams of scientific theories. He was well aware of the problems of the world around 
him and tried to make his inventions useful for people; hence wrote many scientific 
papers and reported countless lectures. He decided to move to the United States in 
1884. 
 He brought with himself several models of induction motors. After an unhappy short 
period, when he worked in the workshop of Thomas Edison was finally introduced to 
George Westinghouse. 
 
In the middle of the third line we are presented with a dominant grammatical 
phenomenon in written English, particularly in academic or formal writings, called 
Passive Voice, i.e “it is described”. The passive voice is used in English much more 
frequently than in Czech and as such should be treated when translating from English to 
Czech and vice versa.  
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In the first instance we should always consider if passive voice used in English text is 
necessary or unavoidable in the Czech translation of the original text. If we can track the 
agent then using active voice instead would be the most preferable option.  
 
7th Excerpt 
Teslovy přednášky se konaly se Spojených státech, Velké Británii, Francii a NČmecku. 
Translated to: Tesla's lectures were held in the United States, Great Britain, France, 
and Germany 
To begin with, I would like to point out quite an interesting concept or phenomenon, 
which is widely known as Oxford comma (as it was traditionally used by printers, 
readers and editors at Oxford University Press). There is no such thing in the Czech 
language. In the area of English language punctuation it simply presents an optional 
comma placed immediately before the coordinating conjunction (usually “and” or “or”) 
at the end of a list of three or more items. Although not all writers and publishers use it 
and there is a strong worldwide debate about its adoption; it can clarify the meaning of a 
sentence when the items in a list are not single words and resolve potential ambiguity.  
In the mentioned example, however, no confusion is caused in either cases. Whether the 
comma is used or not, the list of items is clear enough to provide information about all 
the countries, where Tesla's lectures were held. Yet, in the following example from the 
text the omision of the Oxford comma may cause confusion: 
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8th Excerpt 
"Na první pokus se Tesla postavil po bok takových mužů, jakými byli Edison, Elihu 
Thomson, Brush a Alexandr Graham Bell." 
Translated to: "On the first attempt, Tesla stands alongside such men like Edison, 
Elihu Thomson, Brush, and Alexander Graham Bell". 
No matter how widely-known Alexander Graham Bell might be not only to the 
scientific but also general public, the chances that there are still people out there not 
knowing this outstanding personality somehow exist. In this case, it can be thought that 
Brush and Alexandr are both Graham Bell, being either brothers, a father and son, etc. 
By placing the comma before the final “and”, it is clearly distinguished that Brush is a 
person on its own and the last personality is Alexander Graham Bell not related to 
Brush at all.  
 
9th Excerpt 
Jednou z hlavních motivací bylo i to, že si přál zastavit Edisonův útok na svůj vynález 
vícefázového systému na střídavý proud, který krátce předtím začala prodávat 
Westinghouseova korporace se sídlem v Pittsburghu. 
Tranlated to: One of the main motivations was the fact that Tesla wanted to stop 
Edison’s attacks on the invention of poly-phase alternating current which 
Westinghouse's corporation headquartered in Pittsburgh recently began selling. 
SVOMPT differences:  
Unlike the Czech word order, which is considered to be free or flexible, the English 
word order is conversely, fixed. The free, Czech word order is characterized by the 
individual parts of a sentence not requiring to be placed in a firmly given sequence as 
the syntactic relations are indicated by inflection forms (i.e. inflexion and conjugation).  
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However, the basic Czech word order takes the form of SVO (i.e. subject – verb – 
object), which would ideally, in our particular case be (if we transform the relative 
clause into the main one) as follows: 
 … Westinghouseova korporace (S) začala prodávat (V) vícefázový system na střídavý 
proud (O).  
In this form, the Czech word order would match exactly the English word order as in 
the following example: 
…Westinghouse's corporation (S) began selling (V) the poly-phase alternating current 
(O).  
This word order is the one and only used in English. No omission of the subject in the 
form of personal pronouns, as opposed to its frequent occurrence in Czech, is possible, 
for example. Thus in translation work, especially when translating from Czech to 
English, in general, it is necessary to strictly follow the rigid English word order in 
order to avoid a change to the experiential meaning, as can be demonstrated in the 
following famous pair of clauses: 
Dog bites man.   (Dog – Subject, bites – verb, man – object)  
Man bites dog.  (Man – subject, bites – verb, dog – object) 
 In both Czech sentences translated in the given word order might have a single 
meaning as follows: 
Pes kouše člověka. (S-V-O word order) 
Člověka kouše pes. (O-V-S word order) 
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As demonstrated above, we can see that the Czech “člověka” is the object form of the 
subject “člověk” and by inflecting this word into “člověka” (by adding the suffix “a” for 
the masculine gender). We know that it is not the man who bites the dog, but 
conversely, even though it takes the position of the subject in the English word order.  
This particular feature of Czech grammar affords numerous possibilities to express 
nuances in emphasis. Its absence in English on the other hand imposes restrictions on 
the translator. When translating from Czech into English, those nuances of emphasis, 
which can so effortlessly be expressed in Czech, must often be left unexpressed in 
English in order to avoid sounding too wordy. 
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10th Except 
Magazín Herpers Weekly o Teslových přednáškách napsal: " Na první pokus se Tesla 
postavil po bok takových mužů, jakými byli Edison, Elihu Thomson, Brush a Alexandr 
Graham Bell". 
Tranlated to: Herpers Weekly magazine wrote about Tesla's lectures: "On the first 
attempt, Tesla stands alongside such men like Edison, Elihu Thomson, Brush, and 
Alexander Graham Bell.  
In this example, the typical difference between Czech and English regarding proper 
names is demonstrated. Placement of the common noun “magazine” behind the proper 
name “Herpers Weekly” is characteristics of English in general as opposed to the 
opposite placement in Czech, i.e. the common noun “časopis” is followed by its title, or 
proper name respectively.  
Similarly, as it is mentioned further in the text, the English term “X-rays” is literally 
translated into Czech as “paprsky X”. However, the term “rentgenové záření” is 
generally used.  
We can conclude that in English the proper noun precedes the common noun defining 
or specifying the proper name (i.e. what the proper name refers to) as opposed to the 
usage in Czech with the common noun preceding the proper name.  
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11th Excerpt 
Lampa, která byla prázdná, jasnČ zářila, zatímco ta druhá, jejíž vlákno bylo obklopeno 
vzduchem, který mČl normální tlak, nesvítila. 
Translated to: The lamp which was empty shone brightly, while the other one, the 
filament of which was surrounded by air of normal pressure, did not shine. 
Another distinct grammatical point occurring in the example above is the use of 
commas in relative clauses and in clauses and complex sentences in general in both 
Czech and English. The rules for using a comma in a sentence are different in both 
languages.  
Of course, this topic is so wide and extensive that it would make up for a dissertation or 
even a book to cover it all and research it thoroughly. However, we can point out a few 
rules and differences between the two languages when it comes to the use of commas 
when translating.  
Unlike in English, in Czech, in general, there is an obvious tendency to use commas 
nearly everywhere and every time. 
Nevertheless, in English, there are many rules for omitting commas and for using them 
in specific cases only. 
They are, for example, usually used before the coordinating conjunctions referred to as 
FANBOYS, which stands for “for”, “and”, “nor”, “but”, “or”, “yet”, and “so” provided 
that they connect two independent clauses (i.e. clauses containing both the subject and 
verb). Commas are also used in non-defining relative clauses. The non-defining relative 
clauses present clauses giving extra, unnecessary information about the person or thing 
mentioned in the main clause, and we do not need it to understand who or what is being 
referred to. We always use a relative pronoun (who, which, whose, or whom in 
introducing these clauses, yet we never use “that” in these cases.  
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Moreover, commas are used before question tags (e.g., Tesla was a genius, wasn't he.), 
at the end of direct speech if it does not end with a full stop, after reporting adverbs 
before the direct speech, and we also use it to separate adverbs (e.g., however, 
surprisingly, …) placed in the middle of a sentence.  
Once we have eliminated the cases when commas are strictly or most frequently used, 
we can move on to the cases when commas are omitted or seem unnecessary.  
Commas are strictly omitted before “that”, “what”, “where”, “when” and “if”, and in 
defining relative clauses. The last case mentioned brings us to the particular problem 
raised in the above mentioned excerpt from the original text. Here, the first part of the 
sentence is a typical example of the defining relative clause omitting comma, as 
opposed to the Czech version with a comma, before the relative pronoun “which”. If we 
used a comma here, the clause closed with commas would be just an additional 
information about the lamp and as such it can be easily left out or used as a completely 
new, independent sentence. In this case, it tells us that it refers to the empty lamp and 
not to any other. The reason why there is a comma in the second part of the sentence is 
that we already know which lamp shone brightly (the empty one) clearly leaving us 
with the second one (we already know which one is now being referred to) not shining 
at all.  
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12th Excerpt 
To poukazuje na zásadní důležitost ředČného vzduchu při ohřevu vedení a bylo 
zdůraznČno, že ve žhavící lampČ nehraje vysoce odolné vlákno ĚEdisonův vynálezě 
žádnou skutečnČ důležitou roli" 
Translated to: This highlights the vital importance of diluted air while heating the 
conductor, and it was stressed that the highly resistant filament (Edison's invention) in 
the incandescent lamp does not play any truly important role"[43, s. 249]. 
This excerpt points out the previously described grammatical area of using commas in 
Czech and English sentences. Although, we are usually presented with more frequent 
use of commas in Czech as opposed to English, here the opposite case is presented.  
As we can see, there is no comma used before the coordinating conjunction “a” in the 
Czech text, yet there is a comma used before “and” in the English version. Here, as was 
already mentioned in the previous description of rules for using commas, the 
coordinating conjunction “and” joins two independent clauses both having the subject 
and verb as well as having their own meaning when separated by a full stop. 
13th Excerpt 
Tesla dokázal, že vlákno je v elektrických lampách nadbytečné, a tak postavil Edisona 
mimo hru. 
Translated to:  Tesla proved that the fiber was superfluous in electric lamps and thus 
cutting Edison out of the loop. 
In this part of the text, we can see an interesting deeply rooted and inseparable part of 
both languages – Idioms, a figures of speech, sayings, or proverbs (if they are longer), 
which offer advice about how to live and also transfer some underlying ideas, 
principles, and values of a given culture, or society.  
They usually have figurative, or metaphoric, meaning and cannot be taken literally as 
they do not provide any common sense explanation.  
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The Czech idiomatic expression of „postavit někoho mimo hru“, can be literally 
translated into English as „place somebody out of the game“as would naturally pop up. 
As such it does not make any sense, or at least, people would probably understand what 
it might imply yet without any familiarity with this particular expression. 
 Instead, in order to convey the same meaning, one should use the appropriate English 
idiomatic expression “to cut someone out of the loop”. It means pushed aside, not to be 
in the know, when information is being kept from us. Simply, it is the situation, no 
matter the context, when we are treated as outsiders. 
14th Excerpt 
Své výsledky získal tak, že použil indukční cívku a Geisslerovy trubice. 
Translated to: He gained his results using the induction coil and Geissler's tubes. 
In the above-mentioned example, the focus is on the use of present participle (i.e.-ing 
form, using, in particular) versus the use of a subordinate (or dependent) sentence which 
can be referred to as an adverbial clause of manner. The present participle here is used 
to explain a manner or a way, and thus making the sentence simpler as opposed to the 
Czech language, where complex sentences using relative pronouns, i.e, who, which, 
whose, whom, and that, as well as relative adverbs, i.e. where, when, and why, are 
normally used instead, making Czech texts generally longer and more complex. The 
frequent use of the present participle in English, on the other hand, apart from many 
others, contributes greatly to generally shorter texts in English in comparison to Czech 
texts. 
However, the present participle form plays the most important role in Czech of the 
participles and is also used. It is frequently used in the definite form, which has acquired 
the function of a verbal adjective. To demonstrate this feature, the Czech sentence 
above could be transformed as follows: 
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Své výsledky získal POUŽITÍM indukční cívky a Geisslerovy trubice.  
As such, it presents another alternative for a translator to make even a naturally more 
complex Czech text more readable and not so wordy where appropriate.  
It is necessary to mention that the present participle can easily be mistaken for a gerund 
phrase because they both begin with an –ing word. The difference is that a gerund 
phrase will always function as a noun, while a present participle phrase describes 
another word in the sentence.  
Some more examples of these grammatical phenomena, both the present participle and 
gerund phrases, to demonstrate the differences in function, taken from the original text 
are as follows: 
Example 1 
Edison se při své propagandČ zamČřené na OČERNċNÍ Teslova střídavého proudu sníží 
k tomu, že pomocí tohoto proudu zabíjel psy a krávy. 
Translated to:  Edison, in his propaganda aimed at TARNISHING Tesla's alternating 
current led to the fact that Tesla was using this power to kill dogs and cows.(gerund 
phrase) 
Example 2 
NicménČ svČt a celý průmysl ZABÝVAJÍCÍ se osvČtlením na tento fakt zapomnČly, … 
Translated to: However, the World and the whole industry DEALING with lighting 
forgot this fact. 
 (present participle phrase; as such it can be transformed: However, the World and the 
whole industry, which was dealing with lighting, forgot this fact.). 
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15th Excerpt 
Ale zdá se, že Tesla vynalezl dodatečnou techniku, jak tento obecný problém zářivek 
překonat, neboť popisuje, že jeho laboratoř „zářila teplým svČtlem… Oslepujícími 
pulsujícími paprsky nachovČ fialového svČtla…, stín tohoto svČtla nelze najít v žádném 
spektru… “[20]. 
Translated to: But it seems that Tesla invented an additional technique to overcome the 
general problem of fluorescent lamps, because he described his lab as "glowing with 
warm light ... the blinding rays of pulsating purple-violet light ... the shade of that light 
cannot be found in any spectrum… “[20]. 
In the mentioned example, we can see as was already described in detail above, the 
difference in using a comma before the Czech conjunction “že” as opposed to the strict 
no-comma rule in English before the conjunction “that”, which can also convey the 
meaning of the relative pronoun “which”, “který” in Czech respectively.  
However, as far as the latter one is considered, different rules concerning the defining 
versus non-defining relative clauses are applied.  
 
In conclusion, the striking difference in rules for omitting a comma before “that” in 
English and for including a comma before the corresponding subordinating conjunction 
“že” in Czech is the potential source of many mistakes in translations from Czech to 
English unless practiced appropriately. 
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16th Excerpt 
V následující pasáži je popis konstrukce laserového zařízení a toho jak lze porovnat s 
různými Teslovými přístroji, jakými byly například knoflíková lampa, kterou vyvinul v 
roce 1891, další lampy a oscilátory jeho trubice s rentgenovými paprsky a bezdrátové 
aparáty. 
Translated to: The following passage is a description of the construction of the laser 
device and how it can be compared with a variety of Tesla devices such as tube 
oscillators with X-rays, wireless devices, or The button lamp which was developed in 
1891. 
 
In this paragraph, the use of passive voice is presented in the English text in contrast to 
vyvinul”). 
In English, the passive has more functions and is used more commonly and frequently 
than in Czech, in scientific and formal texts in particular. 
The passive voice, in general, is used to show interest in the person or object that 
experiences an action rather than the person or object that performs the action. In other 
words, the most important thing or person becomes the subject of the sentence. 
In scientific writings, in particular, the author is known from the beginning by being 
mentioned in the writing's cover, and thus there is no need for this person to be 
mentioned anywhere else, for instance. As a result, the passive voice is used instead 
putting more emphasis on the person or object that experiences an action as exactly 
mentioned above. Another use of the passive voice is when the person or object 
performing the action is not known.  
In Czech, the passive voice is used as well of course; it is not as used as in English. As 
such, it can easily be omitted in Czech translations into English and vice versa. English 
texts translated into Czech often contain more passive phrases than it is actually natural 
for the Czech language.  
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4. Conclusion  
To summarize my thesis it is very important to mention that the book was originally 
written in English language then translated into Czech language and eventually 
translated into English by myself. It leads to the fact that most of the phrases, 
grammatical and stylistic phenomena were not preserved. The aim of my thesis was to 
provide an adequate translation. The main point which was necessary to observe is 
undoubtedly to get rid of all Czech grammatical phenomena e.g. word order, sentence 
clauses and to avoid to term known as Czenglish. Term Czenglish was created with 
combination of words Czech and English which means wrong used words in English 
sentence or freely translated sentences from Czech language to English language. The 
aim of my thesis was to provide an adequate translation of the book called “Nikola Tesla 
a jeho tajné vynálezy” and on specific examples demonstrate major problems of 
translation posed by the version of scientific text. I have mentioned several typical 
examples of English grammatical structures e.g. gerund, phrasal verbs, or present 
perfect tense and demonstrated their meaning difference from Czech structures. There 
are many other very important differences between those languages and it is mostly 
necessary to provide meaningful translation instead of unreasonable translation written 
word by word. In order to provide correct translation it was needed to use printed and 
electronic dictionaries. I hope my thesis will be useful to many students and other 
people who are interested in translation. I am grateful to leader of my thesis 
doc.PhDr.Milena Krhutová.Ph.D. for providing of valuable information and the 
leadership of my thesis. 
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